XVi	PSALMS   OF   THE   SISTERS
words. And when the Attha-katha was about a Gatha, the two
together formed an AkkhSna (Sanskrit — Akliyana), a record
or story in mixed prose and verse. The great work of the
Jataka or Birth-stories1 is a notable instance of this.
About 80 b.c., then, the Psalms2 were committed to
writing. But in the fifth or sixth century a.d., either before
or just after Buddhaghosa had flourished, and written his
great commentaries on the prose works of the Yinaya and
Sutta Pitakas, Dhammapala of Kaxieipura (now Conjevaram,
Madras Presidency), wrote down in Pali3 the unwritten
expository material constituting the then extant three
Attha-katha's4 on the Psalms, and incorporated it into his
commentary on three other books of the Canon, naming
the whole 'Paramattha-dipani,' or Elucidation of the
Ultimate Meaning. He not only gives the dkhyana in each
Psalm, but adds a paraphrase, in the Pali of his day, of the
more archaic idiom in which the yathas were compiled, as
well as the Apadana citations alluded to above.5
All this, if read in a properly critical spirit, and with
mindfulness of the effect of transmission and the long-time
intervals on exegetists not versed in the canons of evidence
and historical criticism, is of considerable help, both to tlie
text editor, and to the translator, and to the reader.
Professor Pischel has recorded, magnanimously modest, the
help he derived from Dhammapala, help of which his dis-
tinguished colleague and co-editor was, for nearly one-half
of his editorial work, deprived for the reason already stated.
To myself the Commentary has been indispensable. With-
1 The JritaTca, or Stories of the Buddha's Former Births. 6 vols.
Cambridge, 1895-1907.
a Johnson defines * psalm ' as c a holy song.* There is no indication
of * psaltery' having accompanied the recitation of canonical gilthiis.
3	He rewrote in Pali what had been handed down in Sinhalese, or
. perhaps in Tamil.
4	See below, p. 178: pordHaUhaliatlul-taya'T].
6 I have judged it best not to overload this volume by translating
the Apadana vetses.. They are adduced to confirm the attha-Jcathd
mfh the words, * As it is said in the Apadana.' This work is now
being edtted by Mrs. Mabel Bode, Ph.D., for the Pali Text Society.

